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Commanding General
US Army Research and Development Command
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Washington, DC 214

RE: D.DA 17-67-7115

Dear Sir:

Per your letter of April 17, 1970 we are enclosing a Final Scien-
tific Repor. and Final Inventory of Government Property acquired through
the above contract, which expired (after extension without funds) on
February 28, 1970. Ailso enclosed is an inventory of ecuipment for con-
tract #DADA 17-67-C-7114. This equipment was transferred ir. November,
1969 for further utilization under contract #DADA 17-67-C-7115.

We would like to take this opportunity to make a recommendation for
the disposition of the above mentioned eumt.

Active intensive and constant use is still being made of this ecniri-
ment by Dr. Ernest Hartmann, Dr. Turner Mcizrdy, and the Boston State
Hositail. Two of the seven Tufts University BWsic Science Laboratories
Participating in a National Institute of Mentitl Htualth gradu-tc training
grant fri research training in biological sciences related to mental
health (Dr. Turner McDlrdy, :irecto4 are Dr. Ernest Hartmann's Sleep
and Dream Psychohysiologinal Unit at Boston State Hospital and Dr. Tur-
ner 4cLardy's Itperimental Neurological Unit iit Bnston Stitn Hospit l.

Dr. Hartmann is continuing a series of hum,n s'.ee studies 1rect 1 y
related to the stueics of sleep need sur.ported under cnntrat DADA "7-67-
C-71.5. The eauipment is necessary in nontinujing Dr. Wi rtninn's work,
now funded by the Nntional Institute of Mentol Health grno. 45, 1. "4-i437
3nvolving normal human sleep and its ihar'-vcolqgical .iltation. This
NIMH grant is not able to supply money for the nurchase -f nev EE!
ment to replace the e.vipent currently being used (ac-uiredl nnd3er above
mentioned contract) should this eiuipment be recl:iime,& by the 'ry.

Dr. McLardy, in continuance o" his research stu(lier. on "Vnijue Braiin
MIechanisms in the lipocampus" (the original objeitiv, rf contrcct #DANA
17-67-C-7114) made use nf s-ecia' cages anA the cryostat in his "Insight
I-1ficity After Bilateral rornicotomy or aternlorsa'is Th. aootomy "n
Rats" (Brain Research, November, !. , ant is nresently a aing use .,f
them in his successful sulfide (rather than enzyme) blocking of the -ssy
fiber system of the hiprocampi.
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All the equipment provided for under the Army contracts has been and
remains invaluable to Boston State Hospital. It constitutes a major fac-
tor permitting laboratory research on animals and humans to be carried out
at Boston State Hospital. Due to recent cutbacks in funds from the National
Institute of Mental Health, as well as the total absence or funds for
equipment through the Massachusetts State Hospital system, we have essen-
tially no way of replacing this equipment should it be reclaimed by the
Army. We therefore sincerely hope that thin equipment can remain at Bos-
ton State Hospital, since it is totally necessary to these active ongoin
research programs.

Sincerely yours,

Jonathan 0. Cole, M.D.

Superintendent
Boston State Hospital

Ernest Hartmann, M.D.
Associate Professor of Psychiatry

Tufts University School of medicine

Director, Sleep and Dream Laboratory
Boston State Hospital
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ABSTRACT

Adult males who always sleep less than six hours or more t-han nine hours
per day were studied. Over 4VO were sc..-ened; smaller numbers had various
psychological tests and psychiatric interviews, and finally 29, free of overt
medical or psychiatric pathology, were studied in the laboratory for 8 nights
each of all-night polygraphic i:'cording. Psychologically the short sleepers
were efficient, hard-working, and somewhat hypomanic. The long sleepe.s tended
to be anxious, depressed, or withdrawn. The two groups spent an almost iden-
tical amount of time -- 75 minutes -- in deep slow-wave sleep (stages 3-4),
but the long sleepers had twice as much D-time (RE24-time). It is suggested
that there are two separate sleep requirements, a requirement for stage 3-4
sleep which is relatively constant across persons, and a requirement for D-time
which is related to the personality and life-style of the individual.
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FOREWORD

The investigations encompassed by this application has been approved
by the committee of associates of the investigator in accordance with the
Boston State Hospital's assurance of clinical research dated
and the Massachusetts Mental Health Research Corporation's assurance dated

I.
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TABLE OF CONTENTS

I. Introduction

Why the study?-- To answer the questions of what stages of sleep are

variable and which stages might be dispensable. This is done by using people

who are long sleepers and people who are short sleepers. Also it was done

to find out what psychological characteristics distinguish the long sleepers

from the short sleepers.

II. Method

A. Finding the population. Newspaper ads were used, then those who

responded were screened through a series of steps. First they took the C.I*

the Rotter Incomplete Sentences Test, answered the Sleep Questionnaire, and

kept a sleep log. Then they were interviewed and took the MMPI. Over 400

people called and of these 260 were sent the forms. After scoring the forms

52 came for the psychiatric interview and took the MMPI. Of these 52 only

38 were accepted for the study and only 29 were actually run.

B. The laboratory nights. Each subject slept in the laboratory 8 nights.

The first 2, which were considered adaptation nights, were separated by about

one week, the third through sixth were consecutive nights while the seventh

came a week after the sixth and the eighth one week later. On nights 3 - 5

the subjects slept the mean number of hours that they were used to according

to their sleep logs. The sixth night they were allowed to sleep as long as

they could. On nights 7 and 8 each subject was awakened from each D-period --

5 minutes after the onset of the first D-period and 10 minutes after each

D-period after that -- in order to elicit D-recalls and responses to a Mood

Adjective Checklist. Twenty minutes after getting up in the morning on nights

1 - 6 each subject took a 30 minute version of the Wilkinson Vigilance Task.

After the 8 nights were over the subjects were interviewed again and were

given the C.P.I.**

The subjects were divided into groups according to sleep times and age.

We had originally hoped for 4 groups, this would have given us 10 long-young

sleepers, 10 short-young sleepers, 10 long-old sleepers, and 10 short-old

sleepers. It seemed impossible to find qualified, long-old sleepers* so this

group was eliminated, and we ended up with only 8 short-old sleepers.

* C.1.: Cornell Index
+ MMPI: Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory

**C.P.I.: California Personality Inventory

.. %
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I1. Results

A. Psychological ! sults.

Data was available on a large number of subjects -- those who completed

the study, as well as those who were eliminated at the various screening

stages. The data on the C.I. and the Sleep Questionnaire were compared, at

first, for all of those who returned the forms, both the accepted and the re-

jected ones. Then comparisons were made between the groups of accepted sub-

jects. This was done again at the various stages of the screening process.

The data from the Wilkinson Vigilance Tasks, the Mood Adjective Checklist, and

the C.P.I. were obtained only from those who completed the study. The data

from these sources were compared for group differences.

B. Physiological Results.

The data was collected on 29 subjects: 10 long-young, 10 short-young,

8 short-old, and 1 long-old. The subjects were compared on the basis of total

sleep time, total waking time, total D-state, total stage 2, and total stages

3 and 4 for nights 3 - 5. Night 6 was compared to the previous 3 nights for

indications of sleep deprivation. For all subjects, on nights 3 - 5. Thek number of REMS per unit time (REM density) were ascertained as an indication

of the intensity of each D-period.

IV. Discussion

I
!.
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A Study of Long and Short Sleepers

Introduction

What are the functions of sleep? The most common approach to answering

this question has been sleep deprivation, but this has failed to provide clear

answers about the basic function. In the present study we hoped to find some

of the answers by taking advantage of an experiment in nature, by studying

persons who require either abnormally large or abnormally small amounts of

sleep. These subjects were studied physiologically and psychologically in

order to answer two sets of questions. First, since we can now classify mare-

malia , sleep into the two major qualitaively different states of S (non-REM

or synchronized sleep) and D (%'reaming, desynchrox.ized or R3A sleep) and, in

man, S can be further divided into stages of 1 through 4, it is of interest

to know what kinds of sleep the long and the short sleepers obtain and in

what pro-oortions. This would indicate whether man's requirements for each

stage is variable and the'efore, whether one or another stage would be

relatively dispensable. Secondly, there is the cuestion of what personalities,

life styles, psychodynamics, etc., characterize our two groups of subjects

with apparently very different needs for sleep.

The psychological data can help us understand the Izinds of people or the

life styles or activities which are associated with differding sleep needs.

The physiological data may indicate which portions of sleep are needed er-ually

* by everyone and which portions are needed in differing amounts or are possibly

dispensable.

Methods

r eening these goals in mind, we attempted to find populations of people

who hiJ different slee" needs. A distinction nust be made between those who

obtain different amounts of sleep and those who actually need dfferent aounts.

For instance, it is quite easy to find people who obtain low amounts of sleep

but they either "catch up" after a time or they coplain about the lack of sleep.

Oe did not wish to study either of these groups, but rather persons who func-

tion well while always obtaining less that 6 hours of sleep per 24 hours.

Advertisements for subjects were placed in mjor newspapers in New York and

Boston. The notices asked for males over 20 who always slept less than 6 hours

or always slept more than 9 hours per 24 hours. They also mentioned that ac-

cepted subjects would be paid for palticipating.



Over 400 persons responded to the advertisements and most were elimin-

ated through a series of steps which provided some data on everyone who called.

During the initial telephone conversation about one-third of all those who

responded were eliminated, the remaining 260 we.e sent a set of forms. These

forms were (1) the Cornell Index, a form consisting of 101 simple, true-and-

false questions about medical and psychosomatic conditions; (2) a Sleep Ques-

tionnaire, a form asking various questions about usual length of sleep, the

hours usually slept, whether the subject ever had to catch up on sleep, how

long it usually took to fall asleep, and whether there were times when he

deviated from his norm, also questions concerning health, medication, alco-

hol, drugs and smoking were included; (3) a Sleep Log to be filled out each

morning for two weeks, indicating time to bed, time awake, estimated amount

of sleep, whether there were any dreams and if any naps were taken; and (4)

the Rotter Incomplete Sentences Test -- a fairly easily scored and relatively

quantitative psychological test. (A copy of each is appendecl)

227 persons returned these forms, and of these 52 were both accepted and

appeared for further study. The eliminations were on the basis of one or

more of the following: if their home sleep logs showed a mean sleep time

of more than 6 hours or less than 9 hours per 24 hours# or if there were two

or more nights in the 2 week period that fall outside the appropriate range;

if they scored 130 or more on the Rotter Incomplete Sentences Test; if sleep

questionnaires indicated a marked variation in sleep time, if it showed that

the patterns of sleep had not persisted for at least 6 months, if abnormal

amounts of drugs or alcohol were used; or if serious psychiatric or medical

problems were present4 and if they scored 8 or more on the Cornell Index.

The 52 remaining subjects came to the laboratories for psychiatric !.nter-

views and to take the NMPI. The interviews further clarified the sleep pat-
terns, medical histories, family sleep histories, drug histories: explored

personality characteristics; and investigated any areas that had appeared

problematic on the various tests. Subjects were eliminated if they were

taking drugs, were iudged to be psychotic or grossly unreliable, or if they

were judged to be suffering from a current acute neurosis. Further# subjects

were d~lminated on the basis of the ONPI if they sored 2 standard devia-

tions from the norm on any of the scales other than 14F.

Of these 52 subjects 38 were found acceptable to continue, and, of these
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38, 29 were actually run in the laboratories. After sleeping in the labor-

atory for 8 nights each, these subjects had a second, longer, interview and

each took the California Personality Inventory (C.P.I.).

The laboratory sleep nights were separated so that the first two nights,

spaced a week apart, were considered adaptation nights. Nights 3 - 6 were

consecutive and were obtained starting one week after night 2. On nights 3 - 5

each subject was allowed to sleep the mean number of hours that he was

used to getting, as indicated on the sleep logs. On night 6 they were al-

lowed to sleep as long as they wished. This allowed us to pick up any indi-

cation of sleep deprivation as well as allowing us to study the changing pat-

terns of sleep over the 4 nights. On night 7, about one week after night 6,

and on night 8, a week later, all D-periods were interrupted -- 5 minutes

after the onset of the first D-period and 10 minutes after onset of subsequent

D-periods; dream reports and responses to a mood adjective checklist (copy

appended) were elicited.

Within 20 minutes of awakening on nights 1 - 6 subjects took a 30 minute

version of the Wilkinson Vigilance Task. This is a test designed to be sen-

sitive to sleep loss, and was used to detect any possible sleep deprivation.

Originally we had hoped to have forty subjects, iour groups of 10 subjects

each, sleep in the laboratory: young (20-34 years old) long (over 9 hours of

sleep per 24 hourq; young short (less than 6 hours of sleep per 24 hours); old

(35-49 years old) longi and old short. It proved, however, almost impossible

to obtain subjects in the old long-sleeper group. There were 24 original re-

sponses in this group but all except one were eliminated. Thus at least some

psychologilral data was obtained on subjects in each of the four groups but

those who slept in the laboratory were grouped as follows: 10 young short
sleepers, 8 old short sleepers, 10 young long sleepers and 1 old long sleeper:

for statistical purposes only the three first groups are included.

aults

Psychological lwoults: Because we collected psychological data on a large

number of subjects, long and short sleepers could be compared at the various

stages in our screening procedure (Table I ). On the initial data received

(the C.1., and the Sleep Questionnaire) we first compared oll subjects, Sep-

arating then according to their own assesment of their sleep tim. Because
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of the great variability in both groups, long as well as short, a significar;t

difference was obtained in only one category of the Sleep Questionnaire --
felt th

that is -- long sleepers/could sl~ep, if allowed to, longer than short sleepers

(we called this category Sunday Sleep).

Separating those subjects who were rejected on the basis of the forms from

those who were accepted revealed other differences. The rejected older subjects,

in both the long and the short groups, woke up during the night more frequently

than the young subjects; the rejected long sleepers reported sleeping "more

deeply" than the rejected short subjects; the rejected long sleepers reported

recalling more dreams than the rejected short sleepers; the rejected old sleepers

took sleeping pills more frequently than the young subjects; and the rejected

young sleepers took more "wake pills" than the older sleepers.*

Of the 227 subjects from whom we received the first set of forms 52 were

interviewed and took the MMPI. When we combined all of those who took the

oMMPI, both accepted and rejected for the full laboratory study, we found a

significant difference on two of the scales. On the L scale short sleepers

had a higher score than the long, and on the Si scale the long sleepers had

higher scores than the short** When the accepted group was separated from the

rejected some more differences appeared. The accepted (laboratory) short

sleepers scored higher on the L scale, while the rejected older subjects had

higher scores than the rejected youngon the Hy scale the rejected young

sleepers scored higher than the older ones; the rejected long sleepers scored

higher nn the ac scale while the rejected older sleepers scored higher on the

same .cale, and on the Si scale the accepted long sleepers scored higher.

(See Tab'es 2 and 1)

Ou: su-xiaries of the interviews showed the following: the short sleepers

were ,ill either employed full-tVe, often more than full-time, or were in

school full-tne or, often, both. Several of then report'9 working 70-80 hours

per wee%. They, the sho-t sleepers, usually started sleeping their short hours

aroundi the age of 16-lfi, relating to increasing pressures from school and work,

endi, unI-kAc icost people, they had found that they could do it and even enjoy

getting nha toe, atount,. of sleep than previously. The vocations of this group

includee engineering, busncs3, carpentry, and contracting, the ones still in

sc. ool t-mrc -ften 3tueyng engincering, business or economics. The short

sleepe-s felt -u4te confident .bout their job or school choice with relatively

* (Al' .l)
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little hesitation or vacillation. Generally, they tended to be conformists

and establishment-oriented in their job choices and their opinions. Psycho-

logically, they appeared generally to be a healthy and successful group with

little overt psychopathology although some had mild compulsive traits. Their

ent. re life styles involved keeping busy and avoiding psychological pioblems

rather than facing them. Insofar as there was pathology in this group it

was in the direction of hypomania and reliance on the mechanisms of denial,

avoidance, and keeping busy.

The variety of professions and interests was greater for the long sleepers

than for the short sleepers. Some were unemployed, but several held respon-

sible positions in a nuz-ber of areas, some were sculptors or part-time stu-

dents, while a few could be described as "hippies". Their histories indica-

ted, again, that their sleep patterns originated during late childhood or

adolescence, often just after completing high school, and always before

the start of their current work patterns or life styles. Usually there was

at least one other family member who had a similar sleep pattern. The views

of the long sleepers were less conformist in nature than the short sleepers

and some of them were quite creative in their work. Even though subjects

with severe psychiatric pathology were screened out, the remaining group of

long sleepers showed a great variety of psychological and social problems.

They tended to be shy, some were mildly depressed, and some exhibited con-

siderable anxiety during the interview. Almost all showed some inhibitions

in the areas of sexual and aggressive functioning. They also, tended to

have a number of medical and psychosomatic problens, and they frequently coc-

plained about the experiment, i.e., occasional noises in the sleep roon,

drafts, the removal of electrodes, etc. Because of the variation it is hard

to characterize the long sleepers as a group# but they certainly included

cases of depressive reactions, mild anxiety neuroses, and neuroathenia.

* Several, but not all, of them placed great value on sleep, or even saw it

as an escape mechanism from a somewhat painful waking life. One said "I

value the isolation of sleep." Another said "I sleep a lot to get away from

things."

The results of the Wilkinson Vigilance Test are as follows: comparing the

20-34 year age group there was no difference between the long and the short

sleeper groups on nights 3-5, the older short sleepers had a higher proportion
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of false reports, perhaps suggesting both a higher motivation and a better

detection capacity. The older short subjects improved on the vigilance test

after night 6, when they were allowed to sleep longer than their average,

while younger short sleepers showed no difference (see Table 4 Vigilance

Test results).

The Mood Adjective Che-k List consists of eight categories of moods and

and all comparisons were done for each of these categories. A significant

difference waq found, only when the responses were compared for trends in

" od dianges throughout the n ght. The responses indicate that the long

sleepers tend to feel less"quie'" as the night progresses than the short

sleepers. The responses to the other categories exhibit no significant dif-

ferences. (See Table 5)

On the California Personality Inventory the short sleepers scored higher

(p<.Ol) on the scales indicating social pressure, sociability, and flexibility.

This and the overall C.P.I. profile showed the short sleepers to be more soci-

ally adept and more dominant in their relationships with others.

Dream-reports: Results are still being analyzed on a number of scales.

This was not a major concern of the study.

Physiological Results: The physiological data was collected on a total

of 29 subjects, but only 28, 10 short young, 8 short old, and 10 long young,

wexe analyzed. During the all-night recordings the following measures were

used to determine the sleep stages# scored accoiding to the Keitman-Dement

Method. EEG -- two channels of recording -- one from occipital

region and one from parietal region, eye movement (BOG) - one tracing from

each eye, and nuscle potential - one channel taken from 2 electrodes placed

on the nuscles under the chin. All electrodes were Grass Cup Electrodes,

either silver or gold plated, placed on the surface of the skin and held

in place with eithor Johnson & Johnson clear adhesive tape or with colloidiun

(u,-Wd on the zcalp leads).

The data f.o. the uninterrupted nights 3# 4, and S for all subjects in

tde three groups showed the folloviinq (Table 6 )t the short sleepers aver-

aged v.. hours or sleep per 24 hour3, the long sleepers averaged just over
S.rl hours of EEG sleep per 24 hours, although they all spent at least t hours

in bed. The rost striking result in the entire study is that despite the
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great differences in total sleep time between the 2 groups, both the long and

the short sleepers had almost identical amounts of slow-wave sleep, stages 3

and 4. This amount, about 75 minutes, is about average for normal subjects in

our laboratories. This result is even more striking if the younger subjects,

alone, are compared -- the short sleepers actually had slightly more slow-wave

sleep than the long sleepers. The great differences in total sleep is made up

during the other portions of sleep. The difference is quite marked in the time

spent in the D-state, 121 minutes in the long sleepers wiile the short sleepers

S°" spent only 65 minutes in the D-state. These times fall almost equidistant on

either side of our mean nr-rmal time of 95-100 minutes. The long sleepers spent

about 261 minutes in stage 2 and about 44 minutes awake while the short sleepers

spent only 167 minutes in stage 2 and only 11 minutes awake. (See Table 6)

Expressing these values as percentages of total time in bed, the short

sleepers spent a significantly higher percentage of their total time in delta

sleep than did the long sleepers, while the percentage of D-state sleep did

not vary greatly. (See Table 7)

The long sleepers had more and longer D-periods. Even though their S-D

cycles were longer the extra sleep obtained by the long sleepers gave them

significantly more D-periods. The increased number of D-periods could be a

function of the phenomenon that the majority of the D-periods come late in

the night's sleep. (See Table 8)

As indicated above, the long sleepers spent more tine awake. This time

comes from having longer sleep latencies and more frequent and longer awakenings

during the night. There was little differe-nce in D-latency between the long

young and the short young sleepers, but the older short sleepers had consid-

erablv shorter D-latencies than the other two groups. This may be related to

their getting less slow-wave sleep than the younger short sleepers. The de-

crease in slow-wave" sleep in the older group is not unexpected since age is

known to affect slow-wave sleep. The older short sleepers spent more time

awake than the younger ones. The short seepers show a decline in the amount

of awakenings during the night from night 1 through night 5. The lengths of

time between the onset of one D-period and the onset of the next (inter-D-

interval) were calculated. The long young sleepers had a significantly longer

inter-D-interval than the short sleepers. Ibweve=# there was no difference
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when the younger and the older short sleepers were compared.

At this time the only measures of the "intensity" of the D-periods is the

number of REM's per unit time (RE4-density). Recovery from D-deprivation is

characterized by high ?.m-densities and reports of active, vivid dreams come

from D-periods that have high R324-densities. The long sleepers consistently

had higher RE-densities than the short sleepers. This, coupled with longer

D-periods, would indicate that the long sleepers had longer, more intense

D-periods than the short sleepers. (Sec Table 9)

The sixth laboratory night was compared with nights 3 through 5 for any
(See Table 10)

indication of sleep deprivation in the short sleepers./ Even though young

short sleepers did tend to sleep slightly longer on night 6, their sleep pat-

tern and their performance on the vigilance test did not indicate any sleep

deprivation. The older sho7-t sleepers did better on the vigilance test and

they had slightly longer D-latencies, but there was no other indication of

deprivation.

Discussion

First of all there is the question of whether we have truly studied

groups of subjects with differences in sleep need. We believe we have done

everything possible - obtaining careful sleep hstories, medical histories,

current sleep logs, etc., and obtaining multiple consecutive laboratory sleep

studies with an opportunity to look into possible sleep deprivation effects -

so that we can vost probably rule out the possibility that the short sleepers

really needed more sleep but were chronically sleep deprived. In fact, un-

less the short sleepers were consistently lying to us, and perhaps taking

daily home naps while on the sleep study, we do not see any reasonable al-

ternative to postulating a reduced sleep need. For the long sleepers, it

is more difficult to ascertain absolutely that they needed their 9 hours of

sleep and could not have gotten along on less. Here we relied on the inter-

views, and reports on the various questionnaires and history forms. Each

long sleeper stated that on various occasions he had tried sleeping less

found it uncomfortable, and felt that it interferrd with his functicning.

Therefore, though we consider it unlikely, it still remains a slight pos-

sibility for the long sleepers, and a very remote possibility for the short

sleeers, that they actually had average sleep needs and wer merely obtaining

unusval *%ounts of sleep.



Our most basic finding -- the identical and normal amourx, of time spent

in slow-wave sleep in the two groups, and the very different amounts of D-time --

are consistent with a report on two short sleepers by Jones and Oswald (1)

and with a study by Webb and Agnew on college students who reported less ex-

treme long or short sleep (2). But what does this mean, in terms of sleep

need, and factors which might affect it?

One way to characterize the groups overall might be to say that the long

sleepers are poorer sleepers than the short sleepers; they clearly spend more

time awake during the night, have more awakenings, and on interview generally

report that their sleep is not quite so deep or satisfactory, and that they

do not feel as refreshed in the morning as the short sleepers. Qualitative

aspects of the EEG records also ippear to support these differences. The

short sleepers provide "easy to score" records: the S and D periods are well

demarcated, there is very little ambiguous, hard-to-score time and there are

not a great many shifts back and forth between stages of sleep. The long

sleepers show not only more awakenings but more stage shifts, and often more

ambiguous stretches of record as well. The long sleepers resemble various

groups of mildly anxious or depressed subjects studied in our laboratory and

others (3), while the short sleepers fall at the opposite extreme.

Comparing our groups with two groups studied by Monroe whom he categor-

ized as "good sleepers" and "poor sleepers" (4), it appears that his "poor

sleepers" resemble our long sleepers psychologically rather than our short

sleepers, even though his "poor sleepers" were insomniac and obtained less

than average sleep times.

Are the long sleepers, then, merely "well-compensated insomniacs" -

people who resemble insomniacs psychologically nnd who physiologically tend

to sleep poorly in some senses (many awakenings, many stage shifts, long

sleep latency) but who are able to compensate for this inefficient sleep by

remaining asleep for a very long time?

In our view this is a partial but insufficient explanation of our data.
If our EWl tracings can give us any indication as to what may be important

parts of sleep, we might look lirst at the deep, slow waves of stages 3 and

4 normally occurring within the fir,&t hours of sleep. We have noted that the

long sleepers obtain normal amounts of stages 3 and 4. If they are "compen-

sated insomniacs" unable to obtain these slow waves efficiently we might expect
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the slow-wave sleep to occur later, or spread out over the entire night. How-

ever, this is not the case; the long sleepers concentrate their slow-wave

sleep early in the night as to normal and short sleepers. Then we might ex-

amine the D-periods. A night of sleep is so arranged that the additional

later hours of sleep provide a great deal of D-time, but the long sleeper

does not stop when he has accumulated a normal quota of D-time or of phasic

events; his night contains roughly twice as much D-time and three times as

many rapid eye movements within D-periods as the night of the short sleeper.

The possibility must be considered that the long sleeper is not trying in-

efficiently to get the usual sleep, but actually requires more of a certain

kind of sleep, namely D-time.

Our view, derived from this study and other related sleep investigations,

is that there are two separate functions fulfilled by sleep, and accordingly

two separate sleep needs. First, a need for slow-wave sleep, which appears

to be relatively constant across all subjects; our guess is that this need

has something to do with physical restoration. One of the independent vari-

ables found to alter the amount of slow-wave sleep is exercise; increased

exercise levels are followed by increased slow-wave sleep in man (5) and in

the cat (6). Human growth hormone (HGH) secretion normally shows one or

two peaks early in the night corresponding to the times when most stage 3,

4 sleep occurs (7,8). When subjects switch to daytime sleep, the peak

switches as well, indicating that HMU is probably secreted specifically

during slow-wave sleep (7). This again suggests an anabolic or physically

restorative function for slow-wave sleep.

Secondly we believe there is a need for D-time. (We base this partly

on numerous human and animal studies of D-deprivation; on the basis of

the present study alone, an alternative hypothesis would be that only SWS

is needed.) The need for D shows considerable variation from individual to

individual, and may be related to personality and psychological state. From

the pressmnt correlative study we cannot firmly derive any causative explan-

ations, but a plausible hypothesis is that the life style or personality

of the long sleeper is associated with a greater requirement for D-time.

We have suggested previously, on the basis of long-term sleep studies in

hospitalized patients, that higher D-timms were found at times of psychic

pain or psychic d, sequilibrium with changing defense patterns (3, 9). Like-
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wise we have found that women, and especially women with premenstrual tension,

have higher D-times during the premenstrual phase of their cycle, a time char-

acterized by irritability, depression and anxiety, and unstable defense pat-

terns (10). Certainly the long sleeper is relatively anxious and depressed,

and his life style involves change and worry.

On the other hand we have found that a group of patients who consistently
* function on little sleep and very low D-times are manic patients (11). The

*manic phase of illness is of course characterized by extreme avoidance of

* psychic pain and distress. The short sleepers show a milder form of the phys-

iological sleep pattern we have found in mania, and in fact, as mentioned, the

short sleepers are a bit hypomanic: although they are efficient and accom-

plish a great deal they tend to deal with problems by keeping busy, and J-y

denial. Thus both between subjects and within subjects a pattern of pain,

anxiety, or shifting defensive patterns may require more D-time at night.

In summary,then, we are suggesting two separate sleep needs, and two sep-

arate sleep functions to fulfill these needs -- a predominantly anabolic and

physically restorative function fulfilled by SWS, and another perhaps more

psychological restorative function fulfilled by the D-state.
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Advertisement

SLEEP - Wanted Men 20-65 years old as paid volunteers for sleep studies.

We are looking for subjects who normally sleep only 4 to 6 hours per day

and subjects who normally sleep 9 to 12 hours per day. Sleep without

interruption in an air-conditioned room and get paid for it. Call Boston

State Research Center 136-1310.
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INCOMPLETE SENTENCES BLANK--ADULT FORM

Name Sex Age Marital Status

Place Date

Complete these sntences to express your real feelings.
Try to do every one. Be sure to make a complete sentence.

1. I like

2. The happiest time

3. I want to know

4. Back home

5. I regret

6. At bedtime

7. Men

8. The best

. What annoys me

10. People

11. A mother

12. I feel

13. My greatest fear

14. In school
15. I can't

16. Sports

17. When I was a child__ _

18. My nerves

19. Other people

20. I suffer

(turn this sheet over, please)
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21. I failed

92. Reading

23. My mind

24. The future _ _ _ _ ___

95. I need_

g6. Marriage

27. I am best when

., Sometimes

g9. What pains me

)0. 1 hate__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

31. This place

32. I am very_

e . The only trouble

)4. I wish

35, My father

36. I secretly _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

37. 1-

)8. Dancing

)9. My greatest worry___________________________

40. Women
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SLEEP QUESTIONNAIRE

r! Please fill out as completely and accurately as possible.

Name Age

Mailing address

Telephone number____ _____

Which nights of the week are you generally available as a subject?

Usual bedtime Usual time of arising

Do you wake up spontaneously in the morning, or do you rely on an alarm
or someone else to wake you?_ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _

If alarm, do you often wake before it goes off?_ _ _ _ _

On an average, how long does it take for you to fall asleep?

Doec it ever take you much longer than this?

If so, indicate how often (per month) and under what circumstances

If you don't have to get up, say on Sunday morning, how long can you

sleep at a stretch?

Upon arising, how long does it usually take you to be alert and wide

awake? How do you fol upon waking? (check one)

Disoriented__ Dased_i- Sleepy-i- Groggy___ Tiredi - So-so__

Mildly alert__ Alert___ Wide awake_ Energetic___

Do you ever wake in the middle of the night?7,, How often?_____

Under what circumstances?

How long does it take for you to fall asleep in a strange place?

In the last few years, have you ever had a stretch of days when it was

hard for you to sleep? If so, when, how long, and circumstances.

Are you a light, deep, or medium sleeper?

On waking in the morning, how often are you aware of having dreamed

the preceding night?_ _ _ __ In the past two years have you
had bad dreams or nightmares? ___ Did the 'aken you?__________



, Have you ever taken anything to help you sleep?______
Do you remember the medication and dosage?

Have you ever taken anything to stay awake, say to cram for exams? . :
Do you remember the drug and the dosage?___________

Can you describe the effects?_____ _________
Do you drink coffee, tea, or alcob." ? Amounts?__

Effects?

When and where was your last physical checkup by a doctor?

Results?
Have you ever had any surgery? If so, where, wher, ahd what

for?

Have you ever been ho:,pitalized for nonsurgical reasons?__

If so, where, when, how long, what for, and out come?

What is your general health now?

When was your last visit to a physician for. any reason other than a
general checktip? Reason? Outcome?
Have you ever had bad reactions to any drug or medication? _ _ _ _
If so, name drug and describe reactions?_ _________

Did you ever or do you now have any allergies?__________

If so, please describe?

How often do you engage in strenuous exersise?_ _ __ __ _
Type of exercise? Length of session?_ _ _ _
Do you smoke?_ How Much?_ _ _ _ _ _

Do you take any drug or medicine?(pill, tablet, capsule, liquid,

injection, etc.)_ If so please describe?_ _

Use below and back if you need additional space for answering any
question or questions.

Best Available Copy
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C.-. -- Form N2

Niauie Age,._.._.,.A Today's date

Rome Address Married?

Occupation Last school grade reached__

Directions: a circle around YNS if you can answer yes to the question asked.

8 circle around No if you have to answer no to the quest&on asked.

Answer all questions -- if you are not sure, guess.

1. Have you ever had a headache? YES NO
2. Do you frequently feel faint? YES NO
3. Do you have hot or cold spells? YES NO
4. Have you fainted more than twice in your life? YES NO
5. Do strange people or places make you afraid? YES NO
6. Do you often have spells of dizziness? YES ''

7. Do you get all nervous and shaky when approached by a superior? Y1ES
8. Does the sight of blood make you want to drop down in a faint? YES NO
9. Does your work fall to pieces when the boss or a superior is watching? YES NO
10. Are you scared to be alone with no friends near you? YES NO
11. Do you feel nervous or dizzy right At this motent? YES NO
12. Do you always get orders and directions wrong? YES NO
13. Does your thinking become completely confused when you have to do things

quickly? YES NO
14. Do you always sweat aid tremble a lot during inspections or examinations?, = NO
15. Do you wish that you always had someone at your side to advise you? YES NO
16. Do you have to do things very slowly in order to be sure you are doing

them right? VW no
17. Does it bother you to eat anywhere except in yo,.r home? YES NO
18. Do you have an uncontrollable need to repeat tie same disturbing actions? YES NO
19. Is it always difficult for you to make up your mind? YES NO
20. Do you usually feel cheerful and happy? YES NO
21. Do you always have a bad time no matter what you are doing? YES NO
22. Do you often feel miserable and blue? YES NO
23. Does life usually look entirely hopeless? YES NO
24. Are your emotions usually dead? YES NO
25. Are you usually quiet and sad while at a party? YES NO
26. Do you often wish you were dead and away from it all? YES NO
27. Are you considered a nervous person? YES NO
28. Do you have any unusual -fears? YES NO
29, Do you often have difficulty in falling asleep or staying asleep? YES NO
30. Does every little thing get on your nerves and wear you out? YES NO
31. Does worrying continually get you down? YES NO
32. Did you ever have a nervous breakdown? YES NO
33. Were you ever a patient in a mental hospital? YES NO
34. Do you get out of breath long before anyone else? YES NO
35. Do you have pains in the heart or chest? YES NO
36. Does your heart often race like mad for no good reason? YES no
37. Do you often have difficulty in breathing? YES NO
38. Are you often bothered by thumping of the heart? YES NO
39. Do you often become suddenly afraid while you are thinking? YES NO
40. Do you often shake or tremble? YES NO
41. Are you often awakened out of your sleep by frightening dreams? YES NO
42. Do you always become scared at sudden movements or noises at night? YES NO
43. Do sudden noises make you jump and shake badly? YES NO
44. Do you tremble or feel weak every time someone shouts at you? YES NO
45. Are you keyed up and jittery every single moment? YES NO
46. Do you have very disturbing or frightening thoughts that keep coming

back in .your mind? YES NO
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47 ;Do you suffer badly from severe headaches? YES NO
48. Are you repeatedly bothered by severe itching? YES 'N0
49. Do you sweat a great deal even in cold weather? YES NO
50. Are you troubled by stuttering? YES NO
51. Have you at times had a twitching of the face, head or shoulders? YES NO
52. Were you a bed wetter between the ages of 8 to 14 years? YES NO
53. Do cold hands or feet trouble you even in hot weather? YES NO
54. Do you suffer from asthma? YES NO
55. Are you a bed wetter? YES NO
56. Are you a sleep walker? YES NO
57. Have you ever had a fit of convulsion? YES NO
58. Do pains in the back make it hard for you to keep us with your work? YES NO
59. Do you sometimes find yourself unable to use your eyes because of pain? YES NO
60. Is your body always in very bad condition? YES NO
61. Do severe pains and aches make it impossizle for you to perform your duties? YES NO
62. Do you get spells of exhaustion or fatigue? YES NO
63. Do you wear yourself out with worrying about your health? YES NO
64. Do weak or painful feet make you miser'bie every single day? YES NO
65. Do you frequently get up tired in the mirning? YES NO
66. Does pressure or pain in the head w'bke it hard for you to perform your

duties? YES NO
67. Are you always in poor health and unhappy? YES NO
68. Are you constantly too tired and exhausted to even eat? YES NO
69. Is your appetite good? YES NO
70. Do you constantly suffer from bad constipation? YES NO
71. Do you often suffer from an upset stomach? YES NO
72. Do you frequently get attacks of nausea (sick to your stomach)? YES NO
73. Do yo)u suffer from indigestion? YES NO
74. Do you always have stomach trouble? YES NO
75. Do your stomach and intestines work badly? YES NO
76. Do pains in the stomach double you up after every meal? YES NO
77. Do you usually have trouble in digesting food? YES NO
78. Do you suffer badly from loose bowel movements? YES NO
79. Has any doctor ever told you that you had ulcers of the stomach? YES NO
80. Do people usually misunderstand you? YES NO
81. Do you have the feeling that people are watching you or talking about you

in the street? YES 1O
82. Have you usually been treated fairly? YES NCF "-

83. Do you have the feeling of being watched while at work? YES NO
84. Do people usually pick on you? YES NO
85. Are you extremely shy or sensitive? YES NO
86. Are you easily upset oz irritated? YES NO
87. Do you make friends easily? YES NO
88. Do you go all to pieces if you don't constantly control yourself? YES NO
89. Have you every been sent to reform school? YES NO
90. Have you ever gotten into serious trouble or lost your job because of

drinking? YES NO
91. Have you been arrested more than three times? YES NO
92. Have yom ever taken drugs regularly (i.e. morphine, mathedrine, LSD)? YES NO
93. Do your enemies go to great lengths to annoy you? 'ES NO
94. Does it make you angry to have anyone tell you what to do? %%S No
95. Do you often drown sorrows in drink? YES NO
96. Do you always do things on sudden impulses? YES No
97. Do people always lie to you? YES NO
98. Do you flare up in anger if you cannot have the things that you want

right away? YES NO
99. Is the opposite sex unpleasant to you? YES NO

100. Do you always have to be on your guard with Zriends? YES NO
101. Do you often get into a violent rage? YES NO

L
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Report to the Association for the Psychophysiological Study of Sleep,March 1969

LONG SLEEPERS AND SHORT SLEEPERS: PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Ernest Hartmann* Frederick Baekeland**

George 7willing* Patrick How**
* Tufts Un:vers;ty School of Medicine, Boston State Hospital
**Downstate Medical Center, State University of New York

This -eport presents results frona portions of a large-scale psychological
and phys:olog.4 cal study of persons with unusual sleep requirements.

Notices were placed in New York and Boston newspapers asking for male sub-
jects over 20 who always slept over nine hours o- always slept under six hours
per day

Over 400 resnondents were studied and scre-ned i.n three steps:

1) A sleep loq form to be filled out for at least two weeks, a sleep
h stofl, the Q--nell Medi cal Index, and the .otter Incomplete Sentences
Test were sent to' subjects to be, returned by mail.

2, Those subjects who "D, ssed" ; e whose sleep fell within the indicated
ranges and wVo were relat.ively "no-mal on the two tests, and had no
serious medical illness were then asked to come in for a brief psychi-
atr'c ;nterview and to take an MMPI.

3) Those considered free of Psychosis or acute neurosis and whose MMP1
incluced no scale value (except mf) tuo standard deviations above normal
were gpven a longer (1-hour) Psychiatric interview, took the California
Personality Inventory (CP11, the lod-and-Frame test, and had blood drawn
for PSI

These subjects also had their sleep recorded (EEG,EOG,51G) in the lab-
orito-y for a total of eight nights on which they slept their usual
cln-med lcnqth of t:me.: two adaotation nghts approximately one week
anort- then four consecut've nights fn- the major analysis of sleep
stagcs, then two norn-consecutive nights for dream recall studies Wil-
krson V qalnce tests were g:ven after awakeninq as a oartial check on
whetho- the subiects were funct!onnq normally or were sleep-deorive-d

Thus the oh,'-si(oq,cal sleen data and the laborafory dream reports are being
obtAned on A relit vely small qrouo of e.ontu.Nlly about 40 subjects -- ten aged
20-14 ind ten aged 3--"n -n each sleep cateqory -- while data from psychological
tests -Ind rterv ews are nv.;lable on a much larger nuber Only the latter re-
stilts -,e oresented here

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Thore wee m--ny d' ffeorces, nnt unexorctedly, between the sub3ects who were
q'-eenei out -ind thnse kent for Physioloqial study The "rejected" short sleep-
ers .- r ro"ted rmoe :%w.aken nqs during the night, for instance, than the "accept&*U
.N-'- .rcers

0 .1
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Long sleepers had significantly more dream recall than short sleepers,
accov-d;ng to the sleep log reports

For the group as a whole, sleep variability was significantly correlated-
wth measures of psychiatric :mpairment This is especially true of long
sleepers under 3 and short sleepers over 35

MMPI: The long and sho-t groups (total samples) were tested against each
other, and each was tested against the male norms established by the MMPI test
g-oup Two scales clearly distingu shed long from short sleepers at p < .01
The short sleeners scored higher on the L-scale indicating a greater tendency
to want to .7ppear normal or acceptable The long sleepers were higher on the
Si-scnle *nd:c-t:ng a greater tendency to social withdrawal. Both of these
d ffererices 1gree entirely with results of the interviews

The me,-)r.s of both groups (tot.il sample) were s~gnificantly higher th:n HIhe
male norms on most clinical scales This might be expected since the total
sample inrluded many subjet.ts scveened out on psychiatric g ,,,1'i.l' b,'ther
nalyses are being carried out on s11bqL1o,,ts ,t each cat1e1oy.

CPI: (C-lifornia Personality Inventory): Ns are smll so far, since only
subjects who are accepted by all other measures, and are being studied in the
sleep laboratory, are given this test

Short sleepers score higher in soci .l presence ( p < 0.) and tend t be
higher in sociab lity, tolerance, and flexibility (p < 10). The overall pro-
files suggest th.t short sleepers are more soci ally adept or flexible nd more
dominant n their relations wi th others

Impressions from the Interview: T.ong sleepers often take 11-20 minutes to
get to sleep, and *,lso t!ke a long time to awaken fully in the morning. They
tenjed to be shy, slightly anxious or nhibited, mildly depressed, often Pas-
s've They exnressed many minor complaints about the laboatory They had a
vi,'iety of soci al .tnd psycholog cal problems. Several men of around age 30
hid nd no sexuil exoer:ence Several had been definitely depressed at one
tame Most were in some way unsure of themselves One elearly stated "I v.,lue
the isolat'on of sleep" and -nother "I sleep a lot to get sway from things"

As %o vocat on, the groups seemed to ;nclude a large proportion of unem-
ployed me.n, sculptors, part-time student "hi mies" It might be t.ought that
men in those f'elds h"e shorter working hours, more time to sleep, an. ore

merely taking advantage of this. but our data indicate that usually the sub-
ject was .1 long sleener before he took up hi s present vocation or style of l fe

Shont sleepers rell asleep qu-*ckly and usually described themselves as alert
immed tely unon "wikening

They were .,11 e:ther employed full tme (usually more) or in school full-time
often go~ng to school with .i job on the side Sever.-l repni-Lel that they usually

wor'ked 70-80 hours Per week Their histories often ndicated that they had"be-
come short sleevers" ,t 16-20 with incro.asing pressure on their time, but found

they could mrn qe easily on reduced sleep -ind even enjoy it, so that now they

sleep si'ort hoars emn on weekends and vocations Jobs included Pngneering,
busness, carrentry and contracting They seemd very sure of their job choices
with none of the delay or indecisiveness of the long sleeners They complained

, little about any facet of the experiment.
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As 7 rule the short sleeners appeared active, energet
4 c, often mthletic,

cheerful, sure of themselves. They certainly manifested much less overt psycho-

Dathology th'n the long sleepers They gave the impression of being very normal

and all-Amercrn .. occasionally e-rhaps too much so They are conformists

,n their oD'nions ind c-ireer cho ces ind generally show little interest !n

ntrospecton. Some hve mild comoulsive traits Typi.crlly their way of deal-

,ng w'th problems :s to keep busy -nd to deny the problem irn the hope that it

w il go awny, "I don't let serious things go to my head" Most subjects were

asked :f the-e wns -nyth:ng 't all about themselves they would like to change;

the short sleepers uiually nswered in the negqtive Their life styles and

ci~-ri . d~f -IQ!t i' iitt ''~~ii izt as effi ci ent and ofteni hy'qniianic.

=I
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SLEEP PATTERNS OF LONG AND SHORT SLEEPERS

Frederick Baekeland* Ernest Hartmann**
Patrick Hoy* George Zwilling**

* State University of New York, Downstate Medical Center, Brooklyn, N.Y.

** Tufts University School of Medicine and Boston State Hospital

The sleep of ten long sleepers (habitually sleept9 hr..) aged 20-34 and
eighteen short sleepers (habitually sleepc6 hrs.) ten of them ages 20-34 and eight
of them 35-49, was studied for eight nights. Nights 1 and 2, a week apart, were for
acclimatization, while nights 3-6 were consecutive. On nights 7 and 8, which were
separated by at least two nights of uninterrupted sleep, Ss were awakened from all

RE4Ps for dream reports. On nights 1-5 Ss slept their mean home sleep times as
determined by sleep logs, while on night 6. to check on the possibility of partial
sleep deprivation, short sleepers slept ad lib. On all nights, 10 minutes after
awakening in the AM, Ss performed the Wilkinson vigilance test for k hour. Ss were
rigorousLy screened both for medical and psychiatric normality, as well as for
regularity of home sleep pcttorn.

Long vs. Short Sleepers: 20-34: E:,an sleep times (av. of nights 3-5) of the
two groups were 514.0 and 330.1 min. (8.57 and 5.50 hrs.). On an absolute basis, long
sleepers accumulated more AW and stages REM and 2 sleep. On a percentage basis, they
accumulated mora RED sleep and short sleepers more stages 3, 4 and delta sleep. Long
sleepers had longer interREMP intervals ( R -4R&, R, 4RJ ). Long and short sleepers
did not differ in vigilance test performance. Long sleepers, in terms of interRIMP
intervals, seemed more sensitive to partial REM sleep deprivation.

Short Sleepers: 20-34 vs. 35-49: On both an absolute and percentage basis,
older short sleepers accumulated more wakefulness, and they tended to have less stage 3
and delta sleep. They had shorter first RRIP latencies. On the vigilance test they
had a higher detection rate and a higher proportion of false reports, suggesting both
better detection capacity and higher motivation.

The young short sleepers did not appear to be partially sleep deprived: no
differences were found between their sleep patterns and vigilance test performance
on night 6 and those on nights 3-5 or night 5. However, they did tend to sleep
longer on night 6.

The older Ss did better on the vigilance test after night 6 than after
nights 3-5. However, their first REMP latencies were longer on night 6 than on
nights 3-5. and there was no eifference between the values of any other sleep
parameters on night 6 and those on nights 3-5 or night 5.

These results suuest that: (1) the sleep patterns of short sleepers
become more fixed with age, (2) short sleepers are not partially sleep deprived,
(3) both long and short sleepers have a similar (probably biologically determined)

need for slow wave sleep which is rather fixed and, within limits, unrelated to time
spent awake, (4) long sleepers have greater RM sleep requirements than short
sleepers, possibly on a psychological basis. -
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S(20-34) vs. L(20-34). leafi of hto 3, 4 and 5

RECORDED SLEEP PAMAU

S(20-34) L(20-34) P(2-tailed t-teat)

AU 5.0- 3.7 10.6+11.9 n.s.

REM 24.7± 7.0 20.9+ 8.6 n.s.

Min. 1 4.5+ 4.2 4,1+ 4.3 n.s.

First 2 82.1+14.7 89.5+26.5 n.s.

3 Hours 3 18.0+ 6.2 15.6+ 4.9 n.s.

4 45.7+14.7 39.3+23.1 n.s.

63.7+16.6 54.9-+22.7 n.s.

AW 11.3_ 7.3 4.2+39.4 L.05
R 6S.i+15,8 121.2+35.5 L.o01

Min. 1 8.1+ 6,0 17.3±16.0 n.s.

Whole 2 167.2+15.7 261.4+73.7 L.01

Night 3 25.0+10.0 22.5± 8.6 n.s.

4 53.3+195 47.4±30.4 n.s.

78.3-f23.9 69.9±33.0 n.s.

TST 330.1+27.7 514.0.55.8

AW 3.5+2.2 9.2+10.1 n.s.
UK 9.53.6 23.6+ 5.9 .05LPI.Lo

% 1 2.5±_1.8 3.1+ 2.8 n.s.

Whole 2 50.6+ 7.1 50.011.5 n.s.

Night 3 7.5- 2.6 4.6+ 1.8 .01

4 16.4+ 4.9 9.7+ 7.1 /.05
23.9± 7.1 .14.1± 7.7 2.01

Sleep Latency (min.) 17.1+19.1 34.4+30.1 n.s.

lot RIP Latency 93.8±18.8 99.146.9 n.s.

, R2 (min.) $9.7± 7.0 101.9+23.0 . °LL1O

R2 1t3 (in.) 95.7+11.0 122.8±18.6 L-01
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S(20-34)--vs. r~(20-34): Mian of lights 3, 4 and 5

RECORDED-SLEEP PARAMETERS

S(20-3'4 8(5U (t-tests)

AW 3.3+2.4 8.4± 5.3 L.Of(UT)
m~ 19.5+3.7 20.4± 5.3 no.

%. I 21t-1.8 3.3;; 2.4 no..
Wihole 2 10*4 ja±7I 49410.0 .8
Night 3 7.5+2.6 5.7±+ 2.1 .0*Lp.10 (IT)

4 1 v4 tft+5j.6 12.8T10.0 no so
4-N Ag =0+6.9 18.5+10.3 .O51pi.l0 (IT)

AW 11.3+ 7.3 26.2+16.4 L.05 (2T)
R24 65.2;;16.2 66.2;:19.4 n.s.

Min. 1 8.17± 6.0 8.4±+ 5.2 no.
Nh~ole 2 167.2±15.7 150.3;+35.2 no..
Night 3 25.0±:10.0 19.6+ 7.2 no..

4 53.3±+19.5 42.2+33.9 no..
4S78.3+-23.9 61.8+34.8 n.

TST 330.1±28.6 312-9+12.8 ne

AW 5.0± 3.7 10.4± 6.4 L.05 (2T)
Mint. REM 24.7± 7.0 30.6+11.5 n.a.
First 1 4.5+ 4.2 6.5±- 5.2 not.
3 Hours 2 82.17±14.7 78.60±29.5 no..
of 3 18.04+ 6.2 14.8+ 6.1 no.
Sloop 4 45,7±14.7 39.7±31.7 no..

a 63.7±16.5 .54.5+28.3 ne

Sloep Latency (min.) 17.1+19.1 27.14.37.6 nt.s.
lot REIP Latency 93.8+18.8 70.4±17.2 .02 (nT)

* Rj . R2 "m.).0+17.0 97.9+ 7.0n.
R2 .R 3 (min.) 9S.7+11.0 97.9+ nm
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MEANoF NIGHTS 3-5

ve. NIGHT 6

S(20-34) S(35-49)

sN6 o-N6

Sleep Latency 17.1+19.1 11.4+10.9 n.e. 27.1+37.8 20.6+27.8 n.a.

let REHP Latency 93.8+18.8 94.2+29.0 n.s. 70.4+17.2 97.6+48.4 .05LpL.10

AW 5.0+ 3.7 8.4+14.4 n.e. 10.4+ 6.4 9.8+ 8.4 n.e.
Mmn.

REM 24.7+20.9 29.2+ 9.9 n.e. 30.8+11.5 28.5+14.2 n.e,
in

1 4.5+ 4.2 3.4+ 4.0 u.e. 6.5+ 5.2 8.3+10.2 n.e.
.1st 3lt 3e2 82.1+14.7 75.4+18.0 n.m. 77.8+29.5 87.0+26.9 .05lpL.iOYHours

3 18.0+ 6.2 16.3± 7.6 n.s. 14.8+ 6.1 13.5+ 3.1 n.e.
of

4 45.7+14.7 46.1+19.3 n.e. 39.7+31.7 34.0+25.9 n.e.
Sleep A 63,7±16.6 62.6+21.6 n.s. 34.5+28.3 47.5+26.1 n.e.
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VIGILANCE TEST RESULTS

1/2-Hour Test, M~ean of Night@ 3, 4, 5 ~C (3- 53

Proportfon of Undetected Signals S

LS103-5) N46

.459 .497 .504 .533

20- Sx .180 .157 .165 .245 20-34 3

p.S. 1. o

x .427 .390 .258 .431)

Al Z .182 .239 .256 .264 35-
Se1 49

o. .L05 4

S(20-) S35-49)

.497 .258

Sz .157 .256

p L.0S

.Undetected Signals

Fals~e eol Ong (base Reports

146

.323 &331 .328 .256

Sx .317 .332 1339 .26 } 20

p 
n $. u34

.388 .456 .613 .-40

Sx .325 .343 .302 .378 35-
p nos 0.6049

1(20- 34) 8035-42)

.331 .613

Sx .332 .302

F .05LpL.10
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TOTAL SLEEP TIMES

Nights-3-5 and Night-5 vs. Night 6

S (20-34) S (35-09)

N45 N6 X(3-5) N45 N6 X (3-5)

x 330.8 377.5 330.1 333.2 316.4 312.9

Sx 26.5 63.4 28.6 21.4 61.0 12.8

P .OSfLI.lO .05LPL.l0 n.s. nf
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A13SIRAC'T

Adult males who always sleep less than six hours or

more than nine hours per day were studied. Over 400 were 1
screened; smaller numbers had various psyrhological tests

and psychiatric interviews, and finallly 29, free of overt

medical or psychiatric pathology, were studied in the

laboratory for 8 nights each of all-night polygraphic

recording. Psychologically the short sleepers were efficient,

hard-workina, and somewhat hypomanic. The long sleepers

tended to be anxious, depressed, or withdrawn. The two groups

spent an almost identical amoun. if time - 75 minutes - in

deep slow-wave sleep (stages 3-4), but the long sleepers

had twice as much D-time (REM-time). It is suggested that

there are two scparatc sleep requirements, a requirement for

stage 3-4 sleep which is relatively constant across persons,

and a requirement for D-time which is related to the person-

ality and life-style of the individual.
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We present hecre the results of a large scale psycholc~licolI and

physiological study oZ loncg and short sleepers -- persons w, ho appear to

re ;uir . considerably morc or2 less sleep thcn most of us.

The study was intenclcd to onswer at 1e~nt tv:o fsetS of r.-UeSti(.-Jr

r'irst of all the physiological '.'icstiocn of wll-.t hind of sleep do long

;;nd sho:t sleepers obtain and in what proportions. No-w that we can

classify inawawian slcm into two rrualitatively different states, S

(S;ynchroni.zed or non-R1~ sleep) and: -D (O~ec-minq, desynchronized or R7.1-1

s1uen) it would lie intcrc!ftmnG, to know whother cortain -,uz;nities af

one or the othecr alre rewireo by everyonae, or wn.,cther one or the other

.I- relatively dispensable. In mon, S sleer) is traditionally divided

into stages 1 thrnugh 41; stagje 4 comes earliest in the night and ap-

pasto bc "deepest". iZgain it would be uscful to know rian's rc-uirc-

monts for these different stages* and this could be stud~ied by looking

at extreme cases -- the -long and short sleepers. Secondly there is the

psychological cu estion of what personalities, life styles, and psycho-

dynamics characterize our two somewhat unusual gzroups of subjects:

persons who habitually sleep less than 6 hours, and persons who sleep

tiore than 9 hours cvery day.

Both thu physiologicol and -psycholog.-ical data may give us clues

to a more fundamental r-'uestion -- %.hat are the functions of sleep? one

appronch to studying the function of sleep, is of course to investigatc!

sleep deprivation. l7lthough many such studLes e-ist, they ha7ve not been

very fruitful in elucidating basic functions. in this study we hope to

take~ advantacic of an excperii---ent in nature by studyving persons at two

ends of what is presumably a continuous sleep need distribution. The

physiological results may tell us what portions of sleep are perhaps

needed eouually by ever-yone and thus presumably fulfill some basic bio-

logical function and what portions are either dispensable or are needed

in very differing amounts; the psychological studies can give us some

clue as to the I:inds of persons or the kinds of daytime activity and

style which are associatedwith these differing sleep needs.

With these aims in mind# we attempted to find populations of persons

wrho truly had different sleep needs; this may be different from merely per-



-~ ot; ~rc:c~*~oui~;Of sle~p. Thec are obviously in.,o.na

persons who only sle-o 5 or G hours a night but complain of tis and seck

treatment. Such insomniacs have been the nubjects of other studies,* but

were riot of interest to us here, since they probably rernired more sIcep

than they were giotting. Likewise it is easy to find students and others

_hr. sic(.[. only a few hours a night for weeks but then "catch up" on Sun-

dlayn,r~fter an exam, etc. 11cre again one cannot say that their sleep

nccd is actually lowa.

M~ethodc

Suject sclecct&.oii Lco! place in V. ser.i.es oli stepst at each step someC

-ubjccLz wcere clioinateo 'Lrom~ further study but the data obtained was kent

Notices were :_xbced in major daily newspapers in Boston and New York

;sking for rmales over M0 vilio, a.yz slept over 9 h ous or lwys lept

undeic 6 hours rnor clay. The notice mentioned that subjects would be paid

for participation i~n a mccical study of sleep.

Over '19R persons responded to the ads and called one of the two par-

tlilpa tintj Lsleep- LAburatorics. of these, about, one-third Were. eliminated
dtiring a telephone conversa'tion on the basis of their having misunder-

sto~od the ad, etc. ;, sct of forms was then mailed out to the remain'ing

2G1) subjects. Thesec forim s consisted cf 1t) a sicep log to be filled out

daily fo~r at Ilcast '. \;cn'2s; tisi si.inply asked, each day, for the time

s'bctwnt to 1bed, i e arose, hours he estimates h(- Slept, any nZI':s,

611id aO'v 'r~~ : .. cc-. hiistory form,. asking v rious custions about

n wI uc .1 1 -qh o f lEC CT , whotheL- the subject ever needed to catch uo on

siccp, how lung it took 1it to get to slecu and to feel fully awakce in

the itorning, and also osking -uestions about rnedical illnesses, medi-

cation, alcohol, drugs etc. 3) The Cornell ind,# a form consisting of

101 oimplc -ucstions about medical and psychosomatice conditions to be

ans',wcred true or false, and 4) the Rotter incomplcte sentences test -

a relatively 'uantitativc and easily scorable psychological. test.

At this zstagc. screoning purely by mail, subjects were eliminatedl

from furthnr study under any of the following conditions: -if their hom~e

sleep log showed a mcan sleep time that was not under six or over nine

Best Available Copy,



110=3 pecr day# or if tw:o o:: more nic.jh'%-s i n two Lek hat (14d not, [a1.).L

* inLa the ind-;cntcd range . (.-)vcr ') or unCder 6 houru); f s).eep history

:WJa m~arked vait.nin cicep timcsp or a z.atte.rn of long o~r. short

.cp that had not pers-stou3 for oit least 6 mnonths; if a serious ricdical.

or psycniatric illness was prc-sent; or if thcy --cored 3 or more on the

Cozrncll !ndc:.- or J.'_0 Dr r'o~on thc R-1otter test. In other wvords, sub-

jt were no)t studid furtCher --ho cither-i shn,,:ed an unstable pattern of

.1on1( alnd sh'jrt slcc-n, or who slhowe-id evidencec of con!iderablo liedical,

r;-: pcychiavtr~c ivLna irmont. Of 227 subjecLs 1.ho returned

tI1c!;cC ormr-s ' wcrc both an,- arV ctuall ' appca'rcl' f:or fur-ther Lucly.

Th(!se suhj(ects (::-,-c t"thc 1:1onrcftory cnco were q.iven a 20-ininutc

')s~h.fltizintr';cw ~' too- an MI4PI tes. Sub-tccts were not 3tuo:i:eo

or hor JA I.icy scorcd two sta nla:r dviat. n above nr~yria on ony MPi'2
chara'cteristi. Cs

se e:ecC1)t [.f*. psychiotri neve I ::V'orer csn lijbifl

an1d1 also il vestig-:teefi ny areasi tat wwpcare probl nr.tic on the b as is

oi: the pro-viour: pyhlical. tests. Thus the typ-lcal slcep pattern

*wor, furthoer cltrificd, some fa-imily sleep his-tory was obtainied, further

drug histcwy w.as obtainod es -..: wished. laboratory study Subjects to bre

cs drug-free as pomsi'ble, Lind the laboratory studies %erc explained to

* sbjetsso that any crv.stiont'62 or fears about thema could-be discussed.

Subjects were aliainated on the 'bas3is of the interview if they were

judged tobu poychot.ic, to be grossly unrc liable, or to be in a rapidly

changing statce such ams 6n acute iourojsis, or if the'y were taking drug.s -

o.: medlication of: any kind o:cotoccasional a lcohol. aid nicotine.0

7:fter these procedures, 33 subjects i-erc ccccoLcO, for lc-boratory C

sttudy, ;arid 22- zctuaJly apcrdan( coi,,vlctcd the entire labo2.atory 1? c- V

cediure (sae bclow) . in -Cldition to caoaoyzco ach of thcse 2 1)

sulects w given a longer (ait .cs:one hou ir) psychiatric interviewt

and tookz the Californiai Personality Inventor-y (CPI).

Each then slept in the laboratory for eight nights: The first. tvxo

nights, sp-,aced ab.:.ut one week apart were considered ada',ptatih)n nigjhts.

Nighto 3, 4, 5, and 6, about one week after night 2, werc conoecutive

*It hcas been found thavt high Mf scales are now cxceceiingly coml~on

among young miale rAubjects in the univrsity student and post-ftudent

groups.
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night- 'n thi , On nights 3, 4, and 5 subjccks w..,c'e gJivenl

their unuill. incl.ca:cd 'i.e,.qp time, but on night 6 1ere aMlowed to :lcep

as lon, thny wished; this gavc us an opportunity to study changing

patterns ovcr the four nights and would allow us to pick up any signs

that the shoct sleepers :er becori-ing sleep deprived over the four nights.

Shortly after awakening, on nights 1 thrnugh 6, subjects took a 30 min-

ute Wil}:inson Vigilance Task (14, 15i a test especially sensitive to

nlecr? lof;fs, to determine morning functioning on such a test and again

to [,ick u?- any possible deuvcloping sleep deprivation.

Night!; 7 and 8 we'e spaced about onc w:eek apart, These were dream

re2aLl :ights which ;-ill. not be discussed in this rzper.

i]esu l.ts

I-1e had hoped, in aLdition to the psychological data on a large num-

bci of suJ)jects, to find 10 labiratory subjezts in each of four groups:

young (age 27-34) long :eezers, young short sleepers, older (35-49)

long slecores and oldcr short sleepers. It proved almost im.possible to

obtain subjects in the older loncj-sleep group; only one was actually

studied in the laiboratory. 7. number of subjects originally applied, but

Were all eiWnated for v.-_r'ous reasons during the screening.. We con-

sidered lowering thc slecp cut-off point fro- 9 hours to 8 hours but

Jound this w,uld still n:t obtain subjects. it may be that there really

are no pcrsono over S3 who routinely sleep h.,urs a night; certainly

there did not aprH cE1': to be many. IHo :evor, it is also possible that such

p(-rfl son'].v were not v;.'y intcrested in taking part in experimental

,tutdJic;. 'or a nutelr of obvious reasons, including financial status,

tnicre i. rnwi-c intci-cst in such studies among the 20-34 year old group.

In ,ny cUsO, we have solid data for the four groups for the psychologi-

cal. screening tests, but for only 3 groups for analysis of the physio-

logical sleep data -- 10 young short sleepers, 8 older shurt sleepers,

and 10 young long sleepers.

The interpretation of the psychological studies and interviews is

,uite complex, and will. be reported in more detail elsewhere. We shall

sunmIarize these results briefly, and then concentrate on the physiologi-

cal sleep results. Our chief focus here will be in presenting results
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on the lonq,, vs. the short sleeperz, but ..:e will also present data O coo-

poringy th: older zcd.- youngel: short seepers.

in the ?:;yeflX1iugicJ. Lusts, long a,3d r, hort sccfpets uuLld be colpured

at the various s:tages in our screening procedure. Comparing the largc

groups who filled out the original sleep histories and Cornull Indices,

there vas such grcat variability in both the long and short sleeper grouos

that no siinif. cant %eesuts .:ere obtained. Certain d.fferences did emerge

between the smalle gr'-u-)s -Cn'.i-inJng ater scrcening.* On the i.4$PI test
~ort s].eoner-s scored szgniica ntly h'her (? . .01) than long sleepers

on the L-rcale, indi-ot.ng a g::catc- tendency :o want to appear norral

or acceptable. Long sleeoerz scored significantly higher (p < .01) on

the -ale, J ndi at n , :eater tenency toat'rals social "Introversion"

or c- %on;aPc:sn,;tL" 3 ventor:y short szlec)crs

:;cured higher (p < .(A) on !:cacs indi c t.i ng social presence, sociability,

and fle::ibJi:liLy. This &nd th." ovc_- CPI :c,.' c shr'x.e the short

slceeirs to be more s...ally adept and more dominant in their- r(,latio-

ohi-s with others.

Our simimarics of the interviews and histories showved the following:

short slee!?ers were all either employed full-time -- often more than full-

tizae -- or in school full-time -- and often both. Several reported working

70-80 hours per weck. i[.stories indicated that they had usually started

sleet.inj their short hours oround age 16-18, w..t increasing pressures

otm school. and work. but unlike most other persons had found that they

could do Jt and manage easily and even enjoy getting shorter amounts of

s.'el? than prcviousl.y. The vocations of the shr;,:t -;Icencrs included en-
gineering, busincss, car)2nt-y, and o- an the' ones still in

school. were often "studying engJinec n, busin Il:s, and conoics. The

sh'r:t siee~er:; seemed uaite confident about thei.r job or school. choices

with relatively little. hesitation or vacillation; similarly, they too::

the sleep studies completely in their stride, with no complaint or worries

about the experimental conditions. They were generally somewhat conform-

ist and estab!ishment-oriented in their job choice and their opinions.

* The results that fol].ow are based only on the gr.oup of 29 subjects

who had the lig interviews, the 14iPI and the CPI.
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Psychologically, they appcared overall to be a successful and relatively

healthy bunch with ver'L' little overt psychopathology, though sone had

:.ilc! compulsive trat.;; ho.ever# their entire life style involvc:d kenoing

busy and avoiding psychological problems rather than facing them. Sev-

eral of them aszed about reactions to stress or difficulties, made state-

nents such as "I don't let my worries go to my head." Thus insofar as

there was pathology in this group it was in the direction of hypomaniao

and reliance on the mechanisms of dcnial, avoidance, and keeping busy.

Lung sleencs ineludcd a greater variety of professions and intcregts

thtni the short :;J.ecncT,.;. Several of the men were unemplo'yed, but sv-

ercl. held rcspon,!;iblc job- "n a nurnber of areas; several were sculptors

or part-L.c ,ftudents and a f ew could be described as "hippies". One

m, .igh th.in,. tht: thei" long sleep was merely a •result of their having

lc:,s strenuuu- url:.nj h urs, but historics :n-cate again that usually

te patLe:r f ]o:i:as tb.ishod in late childhood or adol-

: 'n':e , a n lu ~2 '- c '(nC tha ourrent 'ork natte.r.-n or life style. Long

tc' . 'k r -'"'CcaS ls:; c'nf xamist in their vi.ews thain the short sleepers

and included-zo~ue indIv-du-ls %-ho were .-uite creative in their work. Al-

though subjects with seveue psychiatric pathology were screened out, the

remaining long ieec gzoun nonetheless showed a great variety of psy-

cli,-,logicl. ano social 'robers. They tended to be shy, some were mildly

dew:r.'essed,-so~\e :;hu.:: ~r) acoi zi:ah2 0n;-xi.ety in the interview. Almost

a1l ;c-,cC evincllc L 0L r:: c inhibition J-n the s:her -, of" sexual or ag-

Te. vn 11L "dUM,: of Lt.inor medical and psy-

c ,;ot: e. . .b.. , an" Liuy f.' uuntly tendud to complain about the

C!:r'.: a tn, Jc.:a I -:'n no.s-cs in the :-, ') ":oonrs, drci.ts, etc,

S h t-- cha7ra ctc.i:c t,-, ps 'ch logJ.cail.y as a grioup, but they

,c :t;. nly ;iudcu ccn;zc mT cc.ru:;sive reacticns, mi.ldl anxiety neuroscs,

ind3 nicurashcna. Sevezal but not a].1. of thca consuiously placed great

value en sleep, and even scaw it as an escape from a omewhat painful

waking ife.' One said "I value the isolaticn of sleep" another said "I

:Aeep -: lot to gct a;y froi things."

The results of the loratory sleep studies are presented in Tables

T, I, and TIT. Data are presented as means and standard deviations for

uninterruptcd niejht,; 4, and 5 on all subjects in the three groups --

ycung long 'cc:-ers, "young short sleepers, and older short sleepers. It
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can be seen that the short sice L:_s averaged 5-1 hours of sleep per nightL

while the long n lcepern ave:agcd slightly over 81 hourn of actual 11EIG

sleep, though they -all coent at least 9 hou:s in bed. The most strikinc

result in the entire stuy, clearly evident in Table it is that despite

the great differences in total sleep time bet.ecn long and short sleepersi

the two groups s oent almost identical amounts of time in slow-waVe sleep --

ztagcs 3 and 4 of slccp. The actual amount -- about 75 minutes -- is ci.ite:

average for subjects in our labo.atories. if only the two groups of age

10-24 are compared, c acc age is known to affect slow-wave sleep), the

hO'rt sleepers actually :,cnd several minut,2s iaoro per night in slow-

wave sl-ee[ than do t:hc long sleepers. Obviously the other portions of

sl.2Cp make up the grc.it rL ferenze in total sleep between the long and

short sleepers; the difference is especially marked in time spent in the

D-state -- 121 minutes .n the long sleepers vs. 65 minutes in the short

s3.ep)ers. These va!ues fall. neatly, almost cruidistantly, on either side

of our mean normal vatlues of 95-.00 minutes. The long sleepers also spent

more time in stage 2 , and ;,oore timre awake.

When thcse figures are e::pressed as percentages of total time in

bad (Table I), slow-wave sleep of course occupies a significantly higher

percentage of total time in the short sleepers than in the long sleepers#

whereat D-time percent does not differ greatly.

A c-uestion of interest might be whether the much higher D-time in

the long sleepers is obtained as a result of more D-periods, longer D-

per.;ods, or both. Table II indicates that both were true: Although

the S-D cycle is longer in the long sleepers their longer night of sleep

tivcs them significantly more D-periods than the short sleepers, but in
addition the long slee ers have somewhat longer individual D-periods.

As expected from the subjective reports, the long sleepers not only

spent slightly more time awale than the short sleepers, but had somewhat

longer sleep latency, and more awakenings during the night (Table III).

However there was great variability on these measures.

The number of eye-movements per unit time (called RM4-detsity) is

sometimes taken as a measuze of the "intensity" of the D-periods; situa-

tions such as recovery from D-deprivation are characterized by a high

R1.fM-density; also, reports of vivid, active dreams come from f-periods

with a high R24-density (2i, Table III indicates that the long sleepers
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S showed greater "r -enz;" -.,:thin D-pcriod! than tie short ,lopers. -

Thus the long s!ce;)cr;, cannot be said to havc long but less intense,

D-neriodst if anything their: D-pcriocis arc evvo more intense than those

of the short sleepors.

Comparlson of the oldar with the younger short sleepers reveal!;

nothing very une::pectud: the older subjccts spent more time awake, ond

slightly less time in slow-wave sleep. This agrees with the effccts of

age reported in unseloctcd grou!u.s (12). In addition the older subjects

had a lower D-latency; the significance of this is unclear, but it may

be related to the _,omewhat lower slow-wave slcep time in the older sub-

jects, since sleep before the first D-nerio1 is almost entirely com-

posed of stow-waive sicen, and it ii; known that older subjects have re--

duced slw-wave sleep t.1tme 2)-

Dt-1 I led com,,Iiri.ons of nights 3-5 with night 6 were made but can

• nly be si, ,,artized hare: thr're were no changes in sleep stages on night t'

6# sugesting that the short .leepers had not become deprived during

Lheir consecutivue nights in the laboratory. Vigilance tests also showed

no change thet could be interpreted as sleep deprivation.

Di scussion

First of -l thcn-:e .s the -,ticsti-en of whether we have truly. studied

gtroups (A %,u6jc; ... th di.'ferences in sleep need. We believe we have

done everythiny pos:;ible -- obtining careful sleep hi.tories, medical

historieti, curent leup ]oqv;, etc., ain ! obtaining multiple consecutive

l.boratory .uep studies with an uppotunity to look into possible sleap

dkc, rivation - rtcLs -- 'so t]1, t we can most probably rule out the possi-

bi I it that the shoet sleepers really needed more sleep but were chron-

.icilly sleep deIrived. In fact, unless the short sleepers were consis-

tently lying to us, and perhaps taking daily home naps while on the sleep

study, we do not see any reasonable alternative to postulating a reduced

sleep need. ror the long sleeper,;, it is more difficult to ascertain

absolutely that they needed their 9 hours of sleep and could not have

gotten along on less. Here we relied on the interviews, and reports on

the various ruesti(,naJ.rres and history forms. Each long sleeper stated

that on various; occasions he had tried sleeping less found it uncomfort-
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able, and felt that it interferred with his functioning. The refor(, 

though we c,)nsider it unlikelyj it still remains a slight possib ility 

for the long sleepers, and a very remote possibility for the short sleerpers,

that they actually had average sleep needs and were merely obtaining un-

usual amounts of sleep.

Our most basic finding -- the identical and normal amount of time

spent in slow-wave slcep in the two groups, and the ve cy different

amounts of D-time -- are consistent with a report on two short sleepers

by Jones and Oswald (8) and w.aith a study by webb and hgnew on college

students who reporte0 c:;: c::t ... g or short s?ecp ( B.) Cut .-.t does

this mean, in terms of sleep need, and factors which might affect it?

One way to characterize the groups overall might be to say that the

long sleepers are poorer sleepers than the short sleepers; they clearly

spend more time awake duri.ng th night, have more awakenings, and on

interview generally report that their sleep is not ouite so deep or sat-

isfactory, and that they do not feel as refreshed in the morning as the

short sleepers. ualitative aspects of the EEG records also appear to

sUpport these differences: The short sleepers provide "easy to score"

icordst the S and D periods are well demarcated, there is very little

ambiguoUsp hard-to-score tife and there are not a great many shifts

back ahd forth between stages of sleep. The long sleepers show not only

more awakenings but more stage shifts, and often more ambiguous stretches

of record as well. The long sleepers resemble various grtups of mildly

anxious or depressed subjects studied in our laboratory and others (4),

while the short sleepers fall at the opposite extreme.

Comparing our groups with two groups studied by Monroe whom he cat-

egorized as "good sleepers" and "poor sleepers".(9), it apocars that his

"poor sleepers" resemble our long sleepers psychologically rather than

our short sleepers, even though his "poor sleepers" were insomniac and

obtained less than avbrage sleep times.

re the long sleepers, then, merely "well-compnesated insomniacs?--

people who resemble insomniacs psychologically and who physiologically

tend to sleep poorly in sf-'me senses (many awakenings, many stage shifts,

lon1g sleep latency) but who are able to compensate fok this inefficient

salop 6y remaihin] asleep for a very long time?

±h out view this in a partial but insufficient explanation for our

4 .. .. Cooy



data , jf otit EEG trac4.ngs can -1ive us any indication as to what may be

important parts of sleep, we might look at first at the deept slow wbvus

of stages J and 4 normally occurring withiti the fi rst hoUrs of sleeo

We have h ted that the long sleepers obtaih hormal gmonts of stages 3

chd 4, If they are "compensated insomniacsO Unable to obtain these slow

waves efficiently we might expect the slow-wave .sleep to occur later,

or spread out over the entire night. However# this is not the caset the

long sleepers concentrate their slow-wave sleep early in the night as

do normal and short sleepers. Then we might examine the D-periodsi A
later

night of sleep is so arranged that the additional/hours of sleep pro-

Vide a great deal of D-time, but the long sleeper does not stop when he

has accumulator] a normal cuota of D-time or of phasic eventsl his night

contains roughly twice as much D-titne and three times as many rapid eye

movomontn within b-pne'iodn us the night of the short sleeper. The pos-

nibitity tiuct Th considered that thu long steepcr is not tryinq in-

efficiently to get the usual sleep# but actually requires more of a

certain kind of sleeo, namely b-time.

Our view, derived from this study and other related sleep investi-

gations# is that there arc twr. sec::ate Ainctions fUlfilled bj sleeps

and accordingly two separatq sleep needs, Pirsto a heed for slow-wave

aleet, which appears to be relatively constant across all subjects) our

guents is that this need has something to do with physical restoration&

One of the independent va iobles found to alter the amount of slow-wave

stcep is exercisel incrcancd exercise levels are followed by increased

:;low-wave slccp in man (1) and in the cat (7). Human qrowth hor-

mone (11G1) s,1,crction n:ir ially shows one c: two peaks early in the night

corresponding to the tiiwcs -when most stage 3, 4 sleep occurs (10s 11).

When subjocta switch to daytime sleeD, the p.:ak switches as well, indi-

cating that HG11 is probably secreted specifically during slow-wave slep

(10). This again suggests an anabolic or physically restorative function

for slow-wave sleep.

Secondi-y we believe there is a need for D-tme. (We base this partly

on numerous human and animal studies of D-deprivation on the basis of

the present study alone, an alternative hypothesis would be that ohly SWS

is needed.) The need for 1D shows considerable variation from individual

to individual, and may be related to personality and psychoiojicai state,
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Prom the present corv.elative study we cannot firtily derive any causative

explanations, but a plausible hypothesis is that the life style or per-

sonality of the long sleeper is associated with a greater renuirement

for b-time. We have suggested previously, on the basis of long-term

sleep studies in hospitalized patients that higher b-times were found

at times ,f psychic pain or psychic dise,-uilibrium with changing defense

patterns (4, 6). Likewise we have found that women# and especially %.,omen with

premenstrual tension, have higher b-times during the premenstrual phase

of their cycle, a time characterized by irritability# depression and

anxiety, and unstable defense patterns (3). Certainly the long sleeper

is relatively anxious and depressed, and his life style involves change

and worry.

on the other hand we have found that , group of patients who con-

sistently function on little sleep and very low D-times are manic pa-

tients (5). The manic phase of illness is of course characterized by

extreme avoid-,,ce of psychic pain and distress. The short sleepers

show a milder form of the physiological sleep pattern we have found in

mahia and in fact, as mentioned# the short sleepers are a bit hypo-

umnict although they are efficient and accomplish a great deal they

tend to deal with problems by keeping busy, and by denial. Thus both

betwlen subjects and within subjects a pattern of pain, anxiety, ot

shifting defensive patterns may require more D-time at night.

In sUlmarys then, we are suggesting two separate sleep needs, and

two separate sleep functions to fulfill these needs -- a predomitantly

anabolic and physically restorative function fulfilled by SWS, and ath-

other perhaps more psychological restorative function fulfilled by the
D-atet.
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TABLE Is Sleep Patterns of Long and Short Sleepers

Minutes Spent in Fach Stage (Mean + Standard Deviation)

LONG SLEEPERS SHORT SLEEPERS SHORT SLEEPERS
(Age 20-34) (Age 20-34) jAge 35-49)

Awake 44.2 (+39.4) 11.3 ( 7.2)* 26.2 (+16.4)+

stage 1 17.3 (+16.0) 8.1 (+ 6.0) 8.4 (+ 5.2)

Stage 2 261.4 (+73.7) 167.2 (+15.7)** 150.3 (+35°2)

state 3 22.5 (± 8.6) 25.0 (+10.0) 19.6 (+ 7.2)

stage 4 47.4 (+30.4) 53.3 (+19.5) 42.2 (+33.9)

SWS (3 4 4) 69.9 (+33.0) 78.3 (±23.9) 61.8 +34.8)

b-state 121.2 (+35.5) 65.2 (+1S.8)*** 66.2 (119.4)

total jleep 514.0 (+55.8) 330.1 (j21.7)6** 312.9 L+12.81

*Siqnificantly different from long sleepers# p ( .05, **p C .01! *6*p ( .001

iqnifioently different from young short aleepers, p ( .05. (t-testo 2 tailed)
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TABLE ir: Sleep Patterns of LogadSotSepr

Percentages of Total Time in Bed Spent in Ea(" Stage

(Mean 4- Standard Devidation)

LONG SLEEPERS SHORT SLEEPERS SHORT SLEEPERS
(Age 20-34) (Age 20-34) (Age 35-49)

Awake 9.2 (±10.1) 3.3 (+ 2.4) 8.4 (+ .)

Stage 1 3.1 (±2.8) 2.5 (+i 1.8) 3.3 (±2.4)

stage 2 50.0 (+11.5) 50.6 (4- 7.1) 49.4 (±10.0)

Stage 3 4.4 (4. 1.8) 7.5 (4. 2.6)** 5.7 (+ 2.1)

Stage 4 9.7 (± 7.1) 16.4 (+ 4.9)* 12.8 (±10.0)

Sws (3 + 4) 14.1 (± 7.7) 23.9 q+ 5.6)** 18.5 (±10o.3)

b-state 23.6 (+ 5.9) 19.5 (+ 3.7) 20.4 (± 5.3)

*Significantly different fromi long sleeperst p ( .05 ; **p < .01 tt-teto t'wo-tailiei)

+ Significantly different from young uhort sleepere. p C.05 (t-teut# 2 tailed)
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T..BLE III: Sleep Pattern: of Long zind Sho-t Slcep,r3

Other Sleep Characteristics (mean + Standard Deviation)

LONG SLEEPERS SHORT SLEEPERS SHORT SLEEPERS
(Age 20-34) (Age 20-34) (Age 35-49)

No. of awakenings
per night (sUrrounded lb.8 (+ 9.8) 12.9 (+11.8) 15.5 (+ 7.4)
by sleep)

Sleep Latency (min) 34.4 (+30.1) 17.1 (+19.1) 27.1 (+37.8

D-itency (min) 99.1 (+46.9) 93.8 (+18.8) 70.4 (+17.2)+

Vir3t cycle length
(onset D to onset 107.8 (+23.4) 89.3 (+17.3) 100.0 (+ 7.4)
D2) (mini

Second cycle length
(onset D to onset 123.7 (41).0) 93.9 (+11.6)** 97.9 (+11.0)
D 3 ) (mini

No. of D-! eL-iods 4.5 (+ 0.9) 3.2 (+ 0.8)** 3.2 (+ 0.7)

Mean D-period 28.7 (+ 6.6) 22.6 (+ 6.2) 22.7 (± 66)

Length (min) ,

Mean R124-density 0.179(+ 0.083) 0.114(+ 0.054)* 0.128(+ 0.057)

* Significantly different from long sleepers, p < .05 1 A* p < .01 (t-teste tx-tailed)

+ Significantly diffeent from y-urg short sleelpccrs, p < .05 (t-testo two-tailed)

nY4-density is expre!,-.ed ,is the number of 3-second epochs within D-periods cofn-
taiing in eye movetwnt divided by the total number of 3-second epochs within
D-periods, times 10), i.e., percent of 3-second epochs containing eye movements.
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TABLE1

THlE 1'Z"""R 07 SUBJECTS FOR 2ACHi SET OF DATA

TO-NG, YOUNG LONG, OLD SHORT, YOUNG SHORT, OLD

Cornell Tndex £224 61 49

Slceo COuesti-onairre 92 24 61 49

Rottc r Incoirmlelte 92 24 61 4
Scntcnc?! ,

:-:inne3o.t-.,, !l i
~h~ Prsn~lis;1 6 15 12

Tnvcntory

-1Sr 6 is 12

it ccI 1kI S1

100



TABLE 2

AN(Y'A Large Group Both accepeed & rejected
All subjects Boston & N.Y.

Var. 15 Sunday Sleep Sig. at greater than .01
Rows (L vs S) Long sleepers sleep longer on sundays than short sleepers do.

Var. 22 Dream depth Sig, between .10 & .05

Columns (Y vs. 0) Young sleepers report more dreams than long sleepers.

ANOVA Large Group Accepted seperated from Rejected
All subjects Boston & N.Y.

Var. 15 Rejected Sunday Sleep Sig..at greater than 1%
Rows (L vs. S) Long rejected sleep longer than short rejected.

Var. 15 Accepted Sunday Sleep Sig. at greater tham 1%
Rows (L vs. S) Long accepted sleep longer than short accepted.

Var. 18 Rejected Night Waking Sig. between .10 & .05
Columns (Y vs 0) old sleepers wake up more frequently during the nite.

Var. 21 Rejected, Sleep Depth Sig. Between.l0 &.05
Row- T. (LvsS) Rejected long subjects sleep deeper than rejected shorts.

Var. 22 Rejected Dream Reoorts Sig. between .10 &;.05
Rows ( Lvs S) Long rejected report more dreatms than short rejected.

Var. 24 Rejected Sleep Pill Sig between .10 & .05
Columns (Y vs 0) Rejected cld subjects report taking more sleeping pills

than rejected young.
Var. 25 Rejected Wake Pill Sig. between .10 & .05

Columns C Y vs 0) Rejected young sleepers report taking more wake pills
than the rejected old sleepers

I
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ANOYA Small Group Accepted included with Rejected
All subjects Boston & N.Y. who have
taken MMPI

Var. 1 MMPI Lscale Sig. between .25 & .10
rows (L&S) Short sleepers have higher scores on L scale than the long

sleepers.

Var. 13. MMPI Si scale Sig. between .25 &.10

Rows (1 vs. S) Long sleepers have higher scores than short sleepers.

ANOVA Small Group Accepted seperated from Rejected
All Subjects with MMPIs Boston & N.Y.

Var. 1 Accepted L Scale Sig. at 5%
Rows (L vs S) Short sleepers have higher scores than long sleepers.

Var. 5 Rejected D scale Sig. between .25 & .10
Rows Y vs. 0.) Old sleepers have higher scores than young ones.

Var. 6 Rejected Hy scale Sig. between .25 & .10
Rows + Columns The young short sleepers have highest scores.

Var. 11 Sc scale. Rejected Sig. betwten .10 & .05
Rows (L vs S) Long sleepers have higher s. ores than short ones.

Var. 11 Rejected Sc scale Sig. between .10 & .05
Rows + Columns The Old Long sleepers have highest scores.

Var. 13 Accepted Si scale Sig. between .25 &.l0
Rows (L vs S) Long sleepers have higher scores thw short sleepers.
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TAMIL 6 Sleep Patterns of- LoW and ShOrt S.Lers

Minutes Spent in Each Stage (Mean + standard Deviation)

LONG SLEEPERS SHORT SLEEPERS SWrn SLEEPERS

(Age 20-34) (Age 20-34) (Age 35-49)

Awake 44.2 (+39.4) 11.3 (+ 7.3)* 26.2 (±16.4)4.

stage 1 17.3 (t16.0) 8.1 (+ 6.0) 8.4 (± 5.2)

Stage 2 261.4 (73.7) 167.2 (+15.7)** 150.3 (+35.2)

Stage 3 22.5 (± 8.6) 25.0 (+10.0) 19.6 (+ 7.2)

Stage 4 47.4 (±30.4) 53.3 (±19.5) 42.2 (+33.9)

SWS (3 + 4) 69.9 (+33.0) 78.3 (+23.9) 61.8 (±34.8)

D-state 121.2 (±35.5) 65.2 (+15.8)*** 66.2 (±19.4)

Total Sleep 514.0 (55.8) 330.1 (+27.7)*** 312.9 (±12.8)

*Siqnifi@attly different frm long sleepers, p < .05; ** p -.1;'. p ( .001

(t-test # two-tailed)

+Signifioantly different from yawn dort sleepers, p < .05. 't-test, two-tiled)
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TA=. 7 : Sleep Patterns of Lonq and hort Seepers

Percentages of Total Tiae in Bed Spent in Bach Stage
(Mean _ standard Deviation)

LOMG SMWIRS SHOIR SLES S SS RS
(Age 20-34) (Age 20-34) (Age 35-491

+
Awake 9.2 (+10.1) 3.3 (+ 2.4) 8.4 + 5.3)

Stage 1 3.1 (+ 2.8) 2.5 (+ 1.9) 3.3 ( 2.4)

Stage 2 50.0 (+11.5) 50.6 (+ 7.1) 49.4 (±10.0)

Stage 3 4.4 (+ 1.8) 7.5 (+ 2.6)** 5.7 (+ 2.1)

Stage 4 9.7 (± 7.1) 16.4 (+ 4.9)* 12.8 (10.0)

5S1 (3 + 4) 14.1 (+ 7.7) 23.9 (+ 5.6)* 18.5 (+10.3)

D-state 23.6 (5 5.9) 19.5 ± 3.7) 20.4 L± S.3)

*Significantly different from long sleepers# p .05; * p < .01 t-test, tw-tailed)

Significantly different from young short slepers* p C .05 (t-t, ., two-tailed)

C.
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TAMI 8 Sleep patterns of Long and Short Sleeper.

other Sleep Characteristics (mean ± Standard Deviation)

LONG SLEEPERS SHORT SLRS U0fSLZMRS
(Age 20-34) (Age 20-34) (Age 35-49)

Nio. of awakenings
per night (surrounded 16.8 Q± 9.8) 12.9 (Q11A) 15.5 (± 7.4)
by sleep)

Sloop Latency (min) 34.4 (±30.1) 17.1 (±19.1) 27.1 (±37.8)

D-Latency (min) 99.1 (±46.9) 93.8 (±18.8) 70.4 (±17.4'

First cycle length
(onset D 1to onset D 2 107.8 (±23.4) 89.3 (±17.3) 100.0 L± 7.4)
(min) 12

Second cycle length
(onset D 2to onset D3) 122.7 (±19.0) 93.9 (l1.6)** 97.9 (±11.0)
(Din) 23

No. of D-period. 4.5 L+ 0.9) 3.2 (+ 0.8)"* 3.2 L± G.7

Mean D-period 28.7 Q~ 6.6) 22.6 L+ 6.2) 22.7 (± 6.6)
Length (min)

Mean RUE-density 0.179 L+0.003) 0.114(.± 0.054)* 0..128(± 0.057)

*Significantly different from long sleepers# p ( .051 **p ( .01 (t-testt twKo-tailed~s

Significantly different from yung short sleepers. p (.05 (t-test, two-tailed)

MU-denity to expressed a the nuber of 3-second epochs within D-periods containing an
eyewvM0t divided by the total r~mbr of 3-second epochs within D-periodso tis 100,

i.e.,, percent of 3-second epochs containing eye savaments.
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TABLE 9

RAW DATA AND REM DENSITY

(For Boston Subjects Only)

SHORT SLEEPERS RAW DATA REM DENSITY

Total No. 3 sec. REM Intervals Total No. 3 sec. REM Intervals
Total Number Pages (Total Num"rer Pages) (10)

UAI'AE NIGHTS NIGHTS

3 4 5 3 4 5

L. Burke 194 270 239 .125 .194 .127
155 139 187

C. Greenbaum 196 154 170 116 .114 .125
168 134 135

J. Jacobson 1-)0 159 382121 75 15 .157 .212 .243121 75 157

R. Japinga No recorl 234 182 .149 .096
157 189

P. inr 37 110 49 .033 .070 .031
i10 156 153.

16 233 294 .115 .188 .227
i412 12I

,l6 .077 .041 .061U13 4- 140

13. ' l2 __7 .102 .G69 .035
IM6 i4) 23'

). :c; r -, u152 114 22
4 4 ---3- 1 7. 6 1 .0 7 2 -

1"17 163

217 184 12323 i8 112 .032 .9 0
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TABLE 9 (continued)

RAW DAT". AND RI4 DENSITY

(Fo: Boston Subjects Only)

LONG SLEEPERS UA7 DATP 2E DENSITY

Total No. 3 sec. PZ' Intc:w-v:l TotA No. 3 sec. RI-1 Intervals
Total Nur2cr Pages (Total Number Pages) (10)

NME .. N: GHTS NIGHTS

3 4 5 3 4 5
D. Brown 663 1138 1082

223 305 255 .373 .424

H. Berger 146 320 2467• 280'3 .103 .085
200 30) 2683

A. Davis 731 716 716 2 .29 207 .189

305 345 378

G.R. Landis 694 787 767 .201 .221 .322
332 336 230

7". Saxe 231 197 436
106 291 22F .177 .067 .191

G. Saxe 27 1'34 243q .173
59 172 37.

i>n cre Mc'n ,,.I DensiJty

LIONG vs. :1WRT

X -. 14 Ix
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TABLE 10

MEAN OF NIGHTS 3-5

vs. NIGHT 5

S(20-34) S(35-49)

X N6 P XN6

Sleep latency 17.1+19.1 11.4+10.9 n.s. 27.1+37.8 20.6+27.8 n.s.

1st D-period Latency 93.8+18.8 94.2+29.0 n.s. 70.4+17.2 97.6+48.4 .05/p/.10

/in'1AW 5,0+ 3.7 8.4+14.4 n.s. 10.4+ 6.4 9.8+ 8.4 n.s.

in D(REM)2-4.7+20.9 29.2+ 9.9 n.9 30.8+11.5 28,5±14.2 n.s.

1 4.5± 4.2 3.4+ 4.0 n.s. 6.5+ 5.2 8.3+10.2 n.s.
isL 3

2 82.1+14.7 75.4+18.0 fl.s. 77.8+29.5 87.0+26.9 .05Lpl.10
Hour s

3 18.0+ 6.2 16.3+ 7.6 n.s. 14.8+ 6.1 13.5± 3.1 n.s.
of

4 45,7+14t7 4b.1+19.3 n.s. 39.7+31.7 34.0+25.9 n.e.
S Lee,,-

A63.7±16.6 62.6+21.6 n.s. 34.5+ 26.3 47.5+26.1 n.e.

hA...
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T Ih B L E ii.

TOTAL SLEEP TIMES

Nights.5 and Night 5 vs. Night 6

S-(20-34) c:(5.9

N5 N6 X(3-5) N5 N6X 35

X330.8 377.5 330.1 333.2 316.4 312.9

-Sx 26.5 63.4 28.6 21.4 61.0 12.3

P .OSLpZ.10 .05/p. lo n.s. n..

t4
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